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A fasten-ating guide to knots for every adventure, from the author of Wilderness Survival Skills
and The Camping Bible.The perfect knot can make any job quicker, easier, and safer—whether
you need to build a shelter, tether a horse, rappel down a cliff, or moor a boat. In The Field Guide
to Knots, veteran outdoorsman Bob Holtzman helps you:Select and tie the right knot for any
taskIdentify and untie existing knotsChoose and maintain your rope, and moreWith more
than 80 time-tested knots and more than 600 color photos, this field guide is indispensable for
backpackers, climbers, sailors, anglers, hunters, equestrians—and anyone else who’s ever
needed to change a sail, reposition a climbing rope, or splice a tent pole!Praise for The Field
Guide to Knots“A handy guide describing practical knots for outdoor enthusiasts.” —Library
Journal“The text and illustrations are clear and precise.” —Manhattan Book Review
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essential outdoor skill. Knots are indispensible to backpackers, climbers, boaters, and anglers.
And anyone who spends time in the backcountry—including day hikers, birdwatchers, hunters,
cross-country skiers, snowshoers, equestrians, and mountain bikers—should have basic knot-
tying skills for everyday and emergency situations. And really, just about everyone has to tie stuff
up on occasion, and doing it right makes the job quicker, easier, neater, and safer.But there are
already a lot of knot books out there, so what makes this one different? Three things:1. It’s
designed to allow you to identify most functional knots you’re likely to encounter in outdoor
activities. That’s what makes the book a “field guide.”2. The book explains how to untie each
knot. That’s more important than it may seem. Whether you need to change a sail, reposition a
loop on a climbing rope, tighten a sagging dining fly, or splice a broken tent pole, untying knots is
often the first step. Doing it correctly will make the job go faster and may reduce damage to the
rope.3. It provides an efficient way to select the right knot for any job. Rather than making you
read lengthy descriptions of dozens of knots to find one that’s appropriate, this book provides a
quick overview of every knot at the beginning of each part, so you can quickly zero in on the one
that best suits your needs.Of course, the book explains how to tie the knots and includes
alternate methods for a few of them. It also gives you the information you need to select the right
kind of rope and it explains how to use it efficiently, and how to keep it in good condition. Good
rope is expensive, and if you’re using it in situations where personal safety is at stake, you want
to know you can depend on it.How to Use This BookJust as a field guide to birds is organized by
categories (wading birds, perching birds, hawks, etc.), the knots in this book are organized into
categories. Whether you need to untie an existing knot or select a new knot for a job, the way to
begin is to identify the knot or define your requirement by general type—binding knots, hitches,
loop knots, etc.—and then narrow the search to the specific knot. Under Types of Knots you will
find information about the main categories of knots and what they’re used for.Once you know the
category of knot you’re looking at, or that you need to tie, turn to the part of the book that covers
that category in detail. Each part begins with an identification key, consisting of photographs of
every knot in the category, accompanied by a brief list of the knot’s common uses. You will also
find pro-and-con comments that compare a given knot to others in the category, in terms of
security, ease of tying or untying, and other need-to-know information. Each photo is keyed to
the page where tying and untying instructions are found, along with a more detailed description
of the knot and its uses.Like any other skill, knotting has special terminology, but the lexicon is
pretty small and easily learned. It is much easier to read and follow instructions that use precise,
concise terms rather than long descriptions.So be sure to read the first two sections of Part Two.
As soon as you begin tying your first knots, these terms will all become familiar friends.Knowing
how to tie the right knot for every job is a useful—sometimes essential—outdoor skill. But it’s
also fun, gratifying, and very impressive when you can quickly rig a safety line for a climber, lash
a canoe onto a car, or put up a tarp that stays up while others are struggling and flailing with
tangled lines and knots that don’t hold. Start by learning just a few knots in each category, and
you may find yourself coming back for more.What Knots Are Included?Of literally thousands of



knots and similar ropework devices known for many purposes, there are 87 (including variations)
in this book. How did we decide which to include? Well, this is a practical guide for outdoors
enthusiasts, and the knots here are practical in the sense that each of them work well for a
number of outdoor situations, and they’re relatively easy to learn, tie, and remember.Of course,
this book includes knots in all the main categories, including stopper knots, binding knots, loop
knots, bends, and hitches. Knots that are designed to make up bundles or packages (binding
knots) are not appropriate for making connections between two objects with a section of rope
(as when tying an anchor line, for which you’d want a hitch). And within categories, there are
knots that are fine-tuned to more specific tasks—for example, loops that are adjustable versus
loops with a fixed size, or knots that trade off ease of tying for greater security.Other categories
include lashings, whippings, seizings, and coils. Some of these are not knots per se, but they all
involve knots and they are all essential ropework skills for the outdoors.Just as backpackers
select gear that serves more than one purpose in order to reduce weight in their packs, we
prefer rope skills that can be used in many ways, to avoid filling our overburdened memory
banks with a lot of single-purpose information. Most of the knots chosen are practical for a
variety of outdoor activities, equally useful for camping, boating, climbing, fishing, wilderness
living, and survival. For the same reason, there are no knots that are purely decorative.
Decorative knotting is a fine hobby, but that simply isn’t an objective of this book.Most of the
knots here are primarily for tying in twisted-or braided-fiber ropes. A few of them also work well in
monofilament fishing line, webbing, leather straps, or bungee cord, but none of them are limited
to these materials. None of them are appropriate to wire rope.Finally, all the knots here can be
tied without tools and without unlaying (i.e., untwisting) the strands or undoing the braids from
which the rope is constructed. The only “special” material introduced is whipping thread, which is
used to prevent the ends of rope from unraveling, and the whipping and seizing techniques
shown do not require the use of a needle or sailmaker’s palm.Why So Many Knots?It’s one thing
to say that a binding knot is appropriate for tying up a package and a hitch is a way to tie two
things together with a section of rope in between. It’s another to understand why there are
different knots for different tasks. Even the simplest knot has more than a dozen characteristics
that determine how well it will work in a given application:Complexity: How many steps are
involved? How difficult is it to learn and remember?Ease of tying: Quite separate from its
complexity, how difficult or time-consuming is it to tie?Ease of untying: After it’s been tightened,
can it be untied with ease?Security: Will the knot stay tied if the rope is pulled even tighter? Will it
stay tied if the knot isn’t tied very tight? Even if the knot remains tied, will it slip? (If it’s a loop
knot, will the size of the loop change? If it’s a hitch, will it shift relative to the object it’s tied
to?)Security under shock load: Will it remain secure if the rope is subjected to a sharp jerk? How
about if it’s shaken repeatedly, like on a flag halyard?Adjustability: After it’s tied, can the knot be
made tighter or looser? Larger or smaller?Adaptability to various sizes and materials: Can it be
tied effectively in both thin and thick rope? In flat materials? With ropes made from both natural
and synthetic fibers? How will these differences affect its security, ease of untying, etc.?Ability to



bind tight: Can the knot be tied tightly to or around another object? (Think about needing another
thumb in order to tie up a package tightly.)Ability to bind loose: Can the knot be tied securely but
loosely around another object? (Think about a loop in the end of a rope that you might drop over
the top of a post, but that you do not want to tighten around the post when you pull the rope
tight.)Retention of rope strength: All knots weaken rope, but some not as much as
others.Amount of rope required: Some knots require a lot; others not so much.Bulk: How big is
the finished knot? Will it interfere with the movement of the rope or the object to which it’s tied?
How many ends are required? Some knots can be tied only if both ends of the rope are free.
Others require only one end, and some can be tied “on the bight,” in the middle of the rope with
neither end free.With so many variables to consider, it’s not surprising that practitioners of
different trades and outdoor pursuits created knots that combined exactly those characteristics
suitable to the task at hand.General Guidelines for Tying KnotsNone of the knots here are
particularly complicated, but even so, it’s pretty easy to get them wrong if you make a simple
mistake, like passing one part of the rope over another when you should be passing it under.
Relying on both text and images, carefully follow instructions step by step, paying close attention
to over versus under, left versus right, working end versus standing part, and the direction of
loops (i.e., clockwise or counterclockwise, overhand or underhand). These terms are explained
under Working Terms and Basic Shapes.If a knot doesn’t come out right, untie it completely and
start from the beginning, making sure each step is done exactly as shown.Sometimes a
correctly tied knot won’t look like the photograph, in which case, it will simply need to be faired,
i.e., worked into shape by some careful rearrangement. See Finishing Knots for directions on
finishing and fairing knots.All knots can be tied upside down or as mirror images of the
examples. When learning how to tie a knot upside down from the way it’s pictured, you can
simply turn the book upside down and follow the photos in the normal order. To tie a knot that’s a
mirror image of the photo (in which left and right are reversed), you can view the pictures in a
mirror. Remember that when you do such a reversal, some but not all of the following directional
pairs may need to be reversed as well: left/right, up/down, over/under, overhand/underhand, and
clockwise/counterclockwise.There’s more than one way to tie most knots to produce identical
results. The choice of an alternate method may be merely a matter of preference, or it may be
dictated by the situation. This book provides alternate methods for a few knots, but different
approaches may work just as well for almost any of them.Rope comes in many varieties and
sizes, and some knots don’t work well with all kinds of rope. Twisted (“laid”) rope kinks more
readily than braided rope if looped in the wrong direction. Large-diameter rope may not take
kindly to being bent into a small radius. Some synthetic ropes are too slippery to hold certain
knots securely. And ropes of greatly different sizes or different materials may not knot together
easily or effectively. See Buying Rope to learn how to select rope that’s appropriate to your
needs.It’s one thing to tie a knot with the book in front of you on the kitchen table—it’s another to
tie it when you need it in a real-world situation. The key to truly learning a knot is memorization
through repetition and practice. After you’ve tied a knot a few times using the book, try doing it



from memory. Then try again in an hour, and again the following day. With the exception of the
simplest knots, chances are that you may forget the procedure. But tie that knot from memory
every day for a week, and you’ll own it. Then, when you need a knot fast, you’ll be able to do it
confidently and correctly, regardless of conditions.SafetyPersonal safety in outdoor activities can
depend upon good rope and well-tied knots. Climbers carefully inspect their ropes and habitually
check each other’s knots to guard against mistakes. If you don’t have access to experienced
backup, it’s important to check your own knots scrupulously before relying on them. If you’re
unsure about a particular knot, it may be safer to substitute one in which you have total
confidence, even if it might be less convenient.Broken fibers indicate that this rope is well past
its useful life for any purpose where safety is at stakeThe condition of the rope itself is also of key
concern. Just sitting on a shelf, almost all ropes will deteriorate with age, and wear accelerates
with use and exposure to the elements. Inspect any rope inch by inch before using it in a safety-
related application. Signs of excessive wear or age include: fraying, permanent kinks,
discoloration, broken or melted fibers, reduced diameter, the cover sliding over the core, and
areas where the angle of the lay or braid changes.The safe working load of most rope is printed
on the package. It’s usually considerably lower than the breaking strength“Breaking strength” is
the load at which a rope breaks under laboratory conditions, when brand new and under steadily
increasing load. This figure may not be readily available to the consumer, but working load—the
maximum load to which the manufacturer recommends the rope be subjected—is usually
printed on the packaging, or on the reel in stores where rope is sold by the foot or meter.The
working load is usually in the range of 15–25 percent of the breaking strength. This may seem
overly cautious, but in fact it’s merely prudent. Most rope becomes weaker when wet, and many
knots reduce the strength of rope by half, so as soon as you tie a knot, the rope’s margin of
safety (the difference between its actual breaking strength and the working load) could drop
from 4:1 to about 2:1. The working load also allows a reasonable safety margin considering the
age of the rope, its wear, and, to an extent, any shock loads (sharp jerks) it has absorbed. Any
rope that has been subjected to a really heavy shock load should be retired from use where
safety is an issue, and used henceforth only in non-critical applications.Ropes in long-term
outdoor static use (such as securing tarps over boats or stacked firewood) are exposed to
sunshine and frequent cycles of wet/dry and freeze/thaw, and they pick up blown dust. All of
these shorten a rope’s lifespan. Cheap polypropylene rope is particularly subject to degradation
from UV exposure, which can make the fibers brittle in a matter of weeks. These kinds of
commonplace uses are a good way to re-use high-quality rope that has reached the end of its
safe working life in more critical applications.Climbing ropes have details permanently marked
with end labelsMany ropes—including all modern climbing ropes—are constructed in two
(occasionally three) layers, with a central strength member or core composed of (usually)
twisted strands, covered by a braided mantle (also known as a sheath or cover) that protects the
core from abrasion and provides a good gripping surface. The core of a climbing rope may be
weakened or damaged due to arresting a fall, while the mantle remains intact.Because this kind



of damage can’t be readily detected by visual inspection, it is essential to follow the
manufacturer’s guidelines on when to retire a climbing rope. To abide by these guidelines, it’s
important to record rope use in a logbook, noting the date of manufacture, the date first put into
use, the type of use, the duration of each use, the cumulative amount of time used, the number
of climbs, the height of any falls arrested, and any known damage.Clothesline is inexpensive but
weak. Do not use it in any application where safety is at stake.If you’ve ever seen a boat airborne
over a highway, chances are it was “secured” to the vehicle with either clothesline or bungee
cords. Clothesline is cheap and ubiquitous, but it is not adequate for any application involving
safety. Don’t use it to tie up boats, protect against falls, lift heavy loads, or secure cargo to a
motor vehicle or trailer. Bungee cords are useful to fasten tarps over stacked material, control
slack, or form a temporary bundle, but they should never be used to secure large or heavy
loads.Never use bungee cords to secure loads to a car’s roof rackIt bears repeating: test every
knot before relying on it for safety. Improperly tied knots – and properly tied knots that aren’t right
for the job – can slip or untie themselves unexpectedly, with potentially life-threatening results.
Use this book to learn basic knot-tying skills, but seek expert advice in situations where personal
safety is at stake.Part OneRope and Knot BasicsAnatomy and TaxonomyEveryone knows what
“rope,” “string,” and “cord” mean, even if the exact definitions and distinctions between these
types of cordage or “stuff” (the most general and inclusive terms) can be a little fuzzy. Even
professional ropeworkers and riggers differ sometimes in their use of terminology. Nonetheless,
the following definitions are generally accepted:Fiber: the smallest component from which
cordage is made. In a natural fiber rope, it would be the hair-thin stuff, more or less, as it comes
from the plant, like a fiber from a cotton boll or coconut husk. In synthetic rope, it’s a single
filament of nylon, polypropylene, or similar material.Yarn: made from twisted fibers; often about
the diameter of sewing thread.Strand: made from twisted yarns. Most laid ropes consist of three
strands twisted together. This book also uses strand in a non-technical sense in the knot-tying
instructions, to distinguish one section of a rope or knot from another, as in “take the left strand
of the crossing turn and cross it over the right strand.”Rope: the most common weight of cordage
used for knots in outdoor use, typically 3/8 in. (9 mm) or greater in diameter.Line: a non-specific
term for a rope when it’s in use, especially on boats. Take a piece of rope and use it to raise a
sail, and it’s suddenly a line. This book will use the terms “rope” and “line”
interchangeably.Hawser: the same as a rope, but the term is generally used only for ropes that
are twisted into cables (see below). Somewhat confusingly, it can also mean a very heavy line
used for towing, mooring, anchoring, or tying up large ships, in which case, the line probably is a
length of cable.Cable: very heavy stuff made up of three twisted hawsers. Not typically used
outside of industrial applications and ships.Working Terms and Basic ShapesWithout some
basic knot-tying jargon, instructions would be impossibly long and convoluted. We will use most
of these terms repeatedly throughout the book.Working end, working part, or running end: the
free end of a rope manipulated in tying a knot.Standing end, standing part: the end of the rope
that is not fully subject to manipulation in knot tying. Often, it is already fastened to something



else. The standing part is the length of rope facing the standing end and not subject to
manipulation.Bight: a sharp small-radius curve in a rope in which the working and standing parts
are brought near to or in contact with one another. It can also mean any part of the rope other
than the ends. A knot that is tied “on the bight” is tied somewhere in the middle, without
manipulation of either end.Bitter end: the last inch or two of a rope—too short a section to really
work with.Loop: somewhat like a bight, but the curve is of a larger radius and it encloses more
area. The term also describes the part of a loop knot or other rope structure that completely
encircles an object.Crossing turn: a curve in which the rope crosses over itself once. If you twist
a bight 180 degrees, a crossing turn is the result.Elbow: Take a bight and twist it 360 degrees:
the elbows are the two sections of rope between the crossing turn at the top, and the working
end and standing part at the bottom.Overhand and underhand: a crossing turn in which the
working end is over the standing part is known as “overhand,” as in the photo below. An
“underhand” crossing turn is the opposite, where the working end is under the standing part, as
in the photo above. The crossing turn may be above or below the run of the rope. If you turn an
overhand crossing turn over, it becomes underhand.Clockwise and counterclockwise: another
aspect of the direction of a crossing turn. Follow the rope around the turn from the standing part
toward the working end. The direction of the curve will be either clockwise or counterclockwise
(in the case of the photo above, it’s counterclockwise). If you turn a clockwise crossing turn over,
it becomes counterclockwise.Turn: a half-revolution of rope around a post or other fixed object,
so that both ends face the same direction and the object is not completely encircled (see 1.
above).Round turn: a full revolution of rope around an object. The rope may wind 360 degrees
around the object, so ends face in opposite directions (2.), or it may wind 540 degrees around,
so that ends face the same direction (3.). If the object is to be encircled by several adjacent
round turns (4.), each revolution is referred to as a “wrap.”Loopy ConfusionThe meaning of “loop”
is subject to disagreement among ropeworkers. Some consider a loop to be the same as our
definition of a crossing turn. Others say the rope must cross over itself twice to be considered a
loop (as shown in the photograph of an elbow on the page opposite). In the step-by-step
instructions in this book, a loop is an arrangement in which the rope encloses more area than a
bight, and does not cross itself. We also occasionally use “loop” in a more common sense to
mean any rope formation that can enclose an object and that’s more permanent than a crossing
turn, like the loop in a loop knot.Types of KnotsAlmost any rope formation that is used to fasten,
tighten, attach, or constrain the rope itself or other objects can be called a knot. Stopper knots,
loop knots, bends, and hitches are all knots in this general sense. (Whippings and seizings are
not considered knots even in this general sense of the word, and the status of lashings and coils
is somewhat ambiguous.) But knot also has a more specific technical meaning, being a
formation in which a rope is tied to itself rather than to another object.Knots in the general sense
are divided into categories based upon how they are used. The following definitions not only
describe the subsequent organization of the book, they also serve as guidance to identifying an
existing knot or selecting the right category of knot for your needs.Foundation knots: this is an ad



hoc category that introduces some of the most basic knots and concepts, all of which are used
repeatedly throughout the book. See Part Two.Stopper knots: “true” knots, in which the rope is
tied to itself to create a structure—usually at an end—that prevents it from escaping through a
narrow opening, adds weight that allows it to be thrown, or serves as a handhold. See Part
Three.Binding knots: true knots in which the rope is tied to itself to tightly enclose or bind
together another object or objects. See Part Four.Loop knots: true knots in which the rope is tied
to itself to form a closed loop that can be placed around an object (like a post), or to which an
object can be connected (like a carabiner). Loop knots may fit loosely or tightly around the object
and the size of the loop may be adjustable (known as sliding loops or nooses) or fixed. See Part
Five.Bends: rope structures that tie the ends of two ropes together. Not true knots. See Part
Six.Hitches: rope structures that tie a rope to an object such as a ring or a post, usually at one
end. (The other end is generally tied to something else, like a boat or a tarp.) Hitches are not true
knots, as they are tied to the object and depend upon it for part of their structure, whereas a loop
knot is freestanding and independent of the object it surrounds. See Part Seven.Lashings:
considered by some ropeworkers to be in a special class of binding knots, these rope structures
generally incorporate numerous round turns or wraps, to tie two or more poles tightly together
when building a structure. See Part Eight.Whipping: a tight wrapping of heavy thread or small
cord around the end of a rope, to prevent it from unraveling. A whipping is not a knot, even in the
general sense. See Part Nine.Seizing: a tight wrapping of heavy thread or small cord around two
sections of rope, used to join two ropes end-to-end, or to form an eye (a permanent loop) in the
end or in a bight of a single rope. Like whippings, seizings are not knots. See Part Nine.Coil: an
arrangement of rope that keeps it orderly and prevents it from tangling during storage or
transportation. As a measure of basic rope care, coils are covered in this part of the book, under
Coiling for Storage.Splice: a structure in which the strands of a rope are separated and then
woven together in order to: terminate the end of a rope to keep it from unraveling; form an eye in
the end of a rope; or join two ropes end-to-end. A splice is not a knot: it is not tied, and it is
considered permanent and never to be undone. Splices are not covered in this book.When a
Knot’s Not a KnotBecause ropework developed as folk craft within different trades in different
places, and at different times, there’s much inconsistency in terminology, extending to the very
names of knots themselves. (We couldn’t really expect a Scottish shepherd, a Massachusetts
whaler, and an Oklahoma wheat farmer to agree on terms, could we?) And some knots can be
used in more than one way. Hence, a Blood Knot is really a bend, the Fisherman’s Bend is
actually a hitch, and a Square Knot is tied as a bend as often as it’s used as a binding knot. So
don’t be surprised to find a knot name in what appears to be the wrong part of the
book.Finishing KnotsIf a knot is tied correctly but lacks the expected form or symmetry, it can
often be “faired”—worked into shape or rearranged without untying. If the knot you’ve tied looks
out of shape, examine the photo of the finished knot and see if you can replicate it simply by
pushing or pulling various parts of the knot relative to others. Fairing a knot is not only a matter of
aesthetics: an improperly formed knot may also be insecure.If the knot has too much slack, it



can generally be worked back through the knot in either direction—toward the standing part or
toward the working end. This may or may not be easier than untying the knot and starting again.
If you’ve already pulled the knot tight, you will probably have to loosen it first. If a knot simply
won’t tighten, you may be pulling the wrong part. This is especially common with loop knots and
bends, where there are usually three or four parts to choose from. The sequence on this page
shows an untidy knot (1.) being faired by first loosening it (2., 3.), then rearranging and
retightening its parts (4., 5.) without actually untying it.Untying KnotsThe process of untying
most knots is simple in theory: you identify the working end, loosen whatever is holding it in
place, and then thread the working end through whatever else is holding it in place until it’s
completely free.In practice, though, many knots are difficult to untie after they’ve been put to use.
Once tightened, they become like Chinese puzzles in which you can’t loosen Part A until Part B
is loose, but Part B is held tight by Part C, which is held down by Part A. This isn’t accidental: it’s
key to the tremendous security of many knots.The Square Knot is easy to untie. Grab one bight
in each hand and pull in opposite directions.There’s usually a solution, though, and each knot in
this book has instructions for untying it. There are a few knots, however, that just can’t be untied
readily (especially if tied in really small stuff like monofilament fishing line) and have to be cut.
This is something to consider before you tie a knot.The Angler’s Loop is very difficult to untie,
and often must be cut.Buying RopeThere are dozens of factors to consider when buying rope for
a specific purpose. One has to consider how it’s going to be used—the environment it will be
used in and the stresses it will incur—and weigh that against the performance characteristics of
different kinds of rope. These factors are summarized in the table below.Usage
ConsiderationsStatic versus dynamic usesWill the rope pretty much stay put when it’s in use (as
when securing a bundle) or will it be in motion (controlling a sail, for example)? Will it rub against
rough surfaces, making abrasion resistance important? Is stretch desirable (for example, to
absorb shock loads) or undesirable?Strength and safety marginWhat continuous and shock
loads will it be subject to? How large a margin of safety is required?Knotting requirementsWhat
kind of knots are required? Will the rope be tied tightly or loosely, and will it be tied to itself, to
other ropes, or to other objects? Will the required knots force the rope into small-radius curves,
and will they diminish the strength of the rope significantly?FrictionIs it desirable or undesirable
that the rope slides easily against itself or against other objects? Will it be handled frequently? If
so, will it offer sufficient grip without excessive roughness?Environmental exposureWill the rope
be exposed to sunlight for a long time? Will it be wet when it’s in use? Will it remain wet for long
periods? Will it be exposed to high heat, oil, or other chemicals?Weight and sizeIs a large
diameter desirable for easy gripping, or a small diameter for easier knotting? What length of
rope is needed? How much space and weight-carrying capacity is available for storage and
transportation?BuoyancySome ropes float and others sink in water. Is either characteristic
relevant to your application?AppearanceAre bright, easily recognized colors desirable, or is it
preferable that the rope blends in with its surroundings?Rope VariablesType of fiberNumerous
choices of natural and synthetic fibersConstructionLaid, braided, and combination



designsDiameterDirectly affects strength; also influences knottingResistance to UV, heat, rot,
chemicalsA factor of fiber type and chemical coatings or treatmentsBreaking strength and
working loadA factor of construction, fiber type, and diameterStretchA factor of construction and
fiber typeDurabilityA factor of construction and fiber typePrice(Of course)There’s also a
subjective factor in rope selection. You may simply prefer how a certain type of rope feels and
how it knots. For knot-tying practice, buy a variety of rope types in short lengths: 10–12 ft. (3–
3.75 m) of each should do it. Get a feel for them and form your own opinions.Estimating
LengthHow much cordage to buy, how much to bring into the outdoors, and how much you’ll
need for a particular job all involve different calculations. In the long run, cordage tends to get
used, so when you’re purchasing rope by the foot or meter, it’s often a good idea to buy more
than your immediate needs. You might not know right now how you’ll use the rest, but you can be
pretty confident that you will use it.How much to bring with you, though, isn’t so easy.
Backpacks, bikes, horses, boats, and recreational vehicles have limited carrying capacity, so
you’ll have to estimate how much rope you might need between resupply opportunities, and
balance that against how much you can comfortably carry. Plan on having enough to cover only
likely emergencies and rope failures, not every conceivable emergency under the sun. Sailing
imposes heavy demands on rope, and it is neither practical nor safe to use undersized,
understrength cordage, but no sailor has ever had to replace all his stays, shrouds, halyards,
sheets, and anchor rodes on a single passage. One hundred feet (30 m) of good-quality
parachute cord is small and light and will suffice for most situations that a backpacker is likely to
encounter (excluding rescues). Bottom line: be prepared, not paranoid.On the other hand,
almost any given job requires more rope than you think. Knots use up a lot of inches, and the
thicker the rope, the more a knot requires. Every time you pass a rope around an object, you
have to account for still more length. And you need enough extra rope at the end of a knot to
have something to grab onto to pull it tight. As a rule of thumb, make an initial estimate, then add
a fudge factor of 25 percent.On the other hand, having too much rope for a particular job has
drawbacks too. Longer rope is more likely to become tangled, and most knots will take longer to
tie if you have to pull an excessive amount of rope through every manipulation. When you’ve
finished the knot, you may be left with a lot of extra rope. If you leave it there, it might be in the
way. If you choose to cut extra rope off, then you have at least one more rope end to whip and
possibly a length of rope remaining that’s too short to be of any practical use—in other words, a
waste.Uncoiling New RopeCordage must be removed from packaging correctly to avoid creating
kinks. Rope that is sold on reels must be unrolled, never lifted off the end of the reel as needed.
Pass a rod or dowel through the middle of the reel and support it horizontally, so that the reel
rotates freely as you pull the rope off from the top. Cordage that is sold in hollow coils or balls
(usually contained within a box, for rope, or plastic wrap, for twine) must be lifted out from the
center of the coil, with the cordage being taken from the bottom of the coil. Packaged hanks of
rope, in which coils are compressed by multiple round turns, should be treated like a reel: the
hank should be rotated on its long axis to unwind the round turns until the coils are



exposed.Rope Construction and MaterialsCordage derives its performance characteristics from
the type of fiber used and the design or method of construction. The fibers from which a rope is
made may be natural (e.g., cotton) or synthetic (e.g., nylon). Virtually all natural fiber and most
synthetic fiber ropes consist of a single type of fiber, but some synthetic ropes combine more
than one type of fiber.Fibers, yarns, and strands may be either twisted or braided together to
make rope. The vast majority of natural fiber ropes are twisted, while synthetic fiber ropes are
about equally divided between the two types of construction.Many synthetic ropes are built in
two layers, with an inner core and outer cover, jacket, sheath, or mantle (see right). This kind of
construction, common in climbing ropes, is known as kernmantle, from the German for “core”
and “jacket.” In these ropes, the core is the main strength member, while the cover protects the
core from abrasion and environmental wear and provides a comfortable gripping surface. The
two need not be of the same construction. Ropes with braided covers may have braided cores,
twisted cores, or even cores of straight, untwisted yarns; different materials may be selected for
their different performance characteristics.Inner core (white) and outer cover (blue)A selection of
twisted (left) and braided (right) ropesNatural Versus Synthetic FibersUntil the invention of
plastics, all ropes (other than wire ropes) were made of natural fibers. In different times and
places, these have included both animal and vegetable fibers. Animal fibers used in ropework
have included rawhide, leather, wool, and many types of animal and human hair, but none of
these is in common use anymore. The exceptions are “catgut” (or simply “gut”) and silk. Catgut is
actually derived from the intestines of barnyard animals such as sheep, goats, and cattle, and its
use in cordage is almost entirely limited to medical sutures, racket strings, and strings for
musical instruments. Silk is also used for sutures and for thread that goes into fine fabrics and
rugs. Although silk is extremely strong, it is never used for any but decorative ropes, because of
its high cost. With plant fibers being so much cheaper and more abundant, it is no surprise that
they became the norm for industrial-scale ropemaking, and when speaking of natural fiber
ropes, vegetable fiber is a given.Plastics first came into practical use in the 20th century, and the
ability to extrude or draw molten plastic into fibers presented a new raw material for ropemaking
that was not only cheaper than natural fibers, but had several performance advantages as well.
As economies of scale took hold and new plastics were developed, synthetic ropes quickly
gained market share and came to dominate most uses. Natural fiber ropes accordingly declined
in popularity, and some have fallen out of use altogether except for very limited niche or artisanal
applications.Natural Versus Synthetic Fiber RopesCharacteristicNatural fiber ropeSynthetic fiber
ropeConstructionMostly twistedTwisted or braidedStrengthLow to mediumMedium to very
highStretchLow to highLow to highKnot-holding abilityMedium to highLow to highDurabilityLow
to mediumMedium to very highAppearanceTraditionalTraditional or modernColorWhite, tan or
brownAnySurface, textureHairy (may be soft or bristly)Not hairy (may be soft or
hard)BuoyancySinks (except coir)Sinks or floatsChemical resistanceLow to mediumLow to very
highRot resistanceLow to mediumVery highSun/heat/UV resistanceLow to highVery low to very
highPriceLow to mediumLow to very highNatural fiber RopeWith few exceptions (cotton



clothesline being one of them), natural fiber ropes are of twisted construction. In some diameters
they are the least expensive option, but for a given size, even the best natural fiber ropes tend to
be weaker than the cheapest synthetic ones. Compared to synthetics, natural fibers are less
durable and they degrade more quickly from most types of environmental exposure. On the
other hand, all natural fiber ropes hold knots well, while many synthetic ropes are slippery and
difficult to keep tied.Although some natural fiber ropes will float in water briefly, all of them except
coir will sink once they become saturated. Water absorption makes natural fiber ropes heavy,
causes them to swell, and makes knots difficult to untie. Even while they swell, many natural fiber
ropes will also shrink lengthwise when wet. Unlike synthetics, natural fibers are subject to rot.
While this is usually a drawback, biodegradability can be an advantage in some situations.Aside
from their superior knot-holding qualities, the main advantages of natural fibers tend to be in the
areas of look and feel. They can be used to present a rustic, natural appearance on traditional
boats and as safety barriers and handholds on trails and in camps and cabins. While some
synthetic ropes mimic this traditional look convincingly, it often comes at a higher price. Some
find the feel of natural rope more pleasing too, although some natural fibers are softer than
others, and some are quite coarse.ManilaManila comes from the abacá plant (Musa textillis), a
species of banana. Along with hemp, it is the strongest of the natural fiber ropes, but manila’s
resistance to rot and saltwater damage is superior. It was once commonly used for ships’
hawsers (anchor lines) and fishing nets. Manila holds knots well and shrinks when wet, causing
knots to tighten further: this can be advantageous in some applications and undesirable in
others.Hemp
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Hgnomentat, “good - why not make it great?. This could be a great book, though it's still worth
buying and reading. There is a lot of info about knots and it starts out with a lot of terminology or
nomenclature which is quite helpful. However, it seems like the editor must have quit or been
dismissed after doing half the work. There are all kinds of weird little mistakes that crop up, after
such a good start, and also sentences that are really hard to follow. Also, the illustrations could
really use a lot of work. I guess photos save time (is that why they use them?) but they are quite
small and sometimes it's hard to see important details. A series of line drawings would be a lot
clearer. The book really suffers from the reader having to puzzle, while looking at the photos,
about sequences and steps, as sometimes what's shown in the picture isn't what's being talked
about.A second edition, fully edited, would be a great idea. In the process, frankly, in my opinion,
there are a lot of knots in there that could be eliminated, as their "con"s are listed as "insecure"
or "unstable" or prone to failure, when there are other knots no more difficult to tie that don't have
those problems. Or, there are ones that are difficult to tie but don't have any evident advantages
over ones that are more straightforward. After all, it's supposed to be a "field guide" not an
encyclopedia, so who wants, while "in the field", to have to leaf through a bunch of bad knots?”

LHFX1, “this one is a good one to consider. There are a LOT of Knot books available, and many
I own. I'm thinking if you were to own ONE knot book (kinda hard to do), this one is a good one to
consider. The spiral binding is a real bonus. Every time this book is used, the appreciation for a
spiral binding cannot be suppressed. Oft times, there's more than one way to tie a knot. The
Alpine Butterfly is one, and this book has a straight-forward and simple way to tie one. Besides
knots, there's a primer on rope, knots, safety as an introduction, and at the end, a tutorial on how
to keep the ends of a rope from fraying.That's invaluable. As mentioned earlier, if you just want
one book on knots, this is one to seriously consider. Heck, just buy it. Can't go wrong.”

swat4hire, “It is a hard cover loose leaf binder sort of book! Not true hardcover will fall apart. I
gave the book of for for the amount of information in it but am a little disappointed when it said it
was a hardcover and found that yes it's a hard cover but it's bound with really cheap binding on
the inside as if it was a loose leaf binder spiral notebook sort of thing but it's got a plastic binding
that's cheap instead of the metal bindingWhen I opened it it felt really cheaply madeSo I give it a
4 for all the cool information it's in there about knots and the 1G need to know in order to survive
and thrive but I don't think the book will make it so hopefully I'll memorize it pretty quick”

Willee Amsden, “Used as a wedding gift this book is very handy. For an outdoors person this is a
handy guide to knots, something we use almost every day of our lives, but usually give little
thought to. I gave it as a wedding gift. Why a wedding gift?It has a page about the wedding knot,
or lover's knot as it is sometimes called. The advice I gave to the young couple was that tying the
knot is a personal experience and just as their are many kinds of knots that serve the needs of



ther person who is using the knot; their marriage may or may not be orthodox and finding the
right kind of relationship to suit their needs is the key to staying married.No matter what kind of
knot you may need, it's in this book with good instructions.”

James Lythgoe, “A well organized field reference. The intention with this book is to have it with
you when you need to tie a knot. And for this purpose the book is well laid out for you to search
for the know that you need. Who needs to learn 80 knots, not me, but having this book with me
when I am in the woods will allow me to learn the knot I need on the spot. And that is the intent of
the author in writing this book. So, I recommend it on that basis. It is well illustrated too so it isn't
difficult to see how the knots are being tied.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent book, but not perfect for the sailor. I was hoping this book
would have more sailing applicable knots. The book is an excellent format/layout and very well
written. Instructions are clear and I especially like the ratings for difficulty to both tie and untie as
well as instructions to untie (very rarely given in other books). I would give this book five stars if
they added the dozen or so sailing knots missing and provided suggestions on where/how the
knots can be used in a marine environment.”

Arnie Smith, “Knots. Works great, must be able to read and have a rope”

Mr. Materi, “Excellent product. Great tips to knot tying”
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